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The Jersey Shore Region would like to welcome
the following new members to its club!
Faisal Yamin
2019 911 Carrera T

James Cady
2009 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet

Victor Cale
2007 911 GT3

Evan Crowell
1969 912

Brian Kennedy
2006 911 Carrera S Cabriolet

Dana Ketelsen
1982 911 SC Targa

David O’Brien
2013 911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet

Louis Passarella
2013 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet

John Susinno
2001 911 Carrera Cabriolet

Harris Zatuchney
2017 911 Turbo S GT

Congratulations to the following for their membership anniversaries!

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

George Ebinger

Dustan Gleeson

Salvatore Inciardi

Robert Ida

Joseph Murray

Gary Tucker

20 YEARS

25 YEARS

John McMullen Jr.

Mario Lomedico

48+ YEARS -

Charlie Cady - 1970 Porsche 914
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We’re almost there---done with winter! I can’t wait to pull the plug on my trickle charger! But if I say we made it thru winter without a single bad snow storm,
will I jinx it and be found shoveling my walkway on April Fool’s Day? I hope not!
Our kickoff to 2019--The Rolex 24 at Woody’s on January 26th ---was a fun
event with great bar food, drinks, and best of all--some new faces. We even had a
very sweet 356 in the parking lot which made everybody very happy.
Jersey Shore has some new activities planned over the next two months, so come
celebrate SPRING with us! In fact, Spring officially begins Wednesday, March
20th---the same date as the Grand Opening Event at Porsche Monmouth. If you
haven’t had the opportunity to see this state of the art facility, mark your calendar!
Jersey Shore members will have VIP access to the event and you’ll see spectacular
Porsches that will take your breath away. Refreshments will be served, and Roger
Penske himself will be there! And please, if you’re planning to join us, RSVP to
monmouthgrandopening.com by March 15th so they know you’re coming.
We’ll keep the “It’s Finally Spring” momentum going with German beer and
bratwurst on Saturday March 23rd. In true Jersey Shore fashion the party will be at
the Asbury Park Brewery. We’ll meet at 3:45 for a tour and tasting and then on to
Festhalle for some delicious German food. Please be sure to RSVP to Bill Casey
(spdstr@verizon.net) if you’re coming because space is limited!
Then on April 27th we’ll caravan up to Liberty state Park for the wonderful boat
tour of the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. Details can be found inside. What a
great experience for the family! I did the tour years ago—it’s fabulous and I can’t
wait to do it again. On the way home, for those that would like to join us, we’ll
stop in Newark for a delicious Portuguese/Spanish dinner. Again, important to
RSVP—this time to Brian O’Sullivan (osullyb@aol.com)
I also would like to thank Mike Bavaro and Bodymotion for setting up the wonderful “birthday drive by” for Charlie Cady. Charlie joined Jersey Shore back in
1971 and as a show of great respect on his 87th birthday Mike organized a Porsche
Parade by Charlie’s house on March 1st to wish Charlie well! 27 cars attended--look for the great video on our Facebook site. Happy birthday Charlie!
Last but certainly not least, I want you all to please read the article about our
Rob Cimler. Rob has been an invaluable member of the Jersey Shore board! After
committing himself to this Club for 20+ years, he’s taking a much deserved break
and passing the baton. We can’t thank Rob enough for his tireless and selfless actions to make this a better Club for everyone!
Happy Spring!
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Preview of Upcoming Jersey Shore PCA Events

< Saturday, May 4th.
Culinary Institute of America (CIA)

Scenic drive for dinner in Hyde Park, New York.
Please RSVP Dawn Schneider c21993@aol.com or
make separate reservations.

> German beer and bratwurst on Saturday
March 23rd. In true Jersey Shore fashion the
party will be at the Asbury Park Brewery.
Please be sure to RSVP to Bill Casey
(spdstr@verizon.net) if you’re coming because
space is limited!

Saturday. April 27
Visit to the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island

Dinner Afterwards. (Details to follow).
Please RSVP to Brian O”Sullivan at osullyb@aol.com as a headcount is needed for dinner reservations.
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Dealer’s Perspective

By Scott Patterson
scott.patterson@penskeuautomotive.com
Spring is in the air here at Porsche Monmouth, and I cannot wait for the weather to turn more
permanently to something more conducive to driving our Porsches! As always, there is much excitement here and we have some fantastic events right around the corner. In this edition of the Shoreline
you’ll see information regarding our Grand Opening. On Wednesday, March 20th we’ll be celebrating
our new facility. If you have not been to the new dealership yet this is your moment. Come on down
and help us launch the store in a way that we’ve been waiting to do since we moved in back in November. The event starts at 6:30PM. There will be catered food, entertainment and, of course, Porsches!
This night will be your first chance to see the new Macan in advance of its arrival later in the spring – a
sneak peek! In addition, Roger Penske intends to bring cars from his personal collection. I have my
fingers crossed for a race car from the Can-Am days, we will see what turns up. Please join us!
About a month ago, Patrick went out to California to drive the new 911 – the 992. From all
accounts, it was very special. The 992 is expected here in August, the first cars to arrive will be S and
4S coupes and cabriolets. These first cars will be PDK cars, with the manual transmission cars arriving
in Q1 2020. I cannot wait to go out to Utah to drive the 992 myself! I am looking forward to that trip
to learn all about the new car. Maybe I’ll get to try out Porsche Wet Mode, I have heard it is incredible.
So much to look forward to, it isn’t often that a new 911 is launched.
I just referred to Q1 2020 when discussing the arrival of the first manual transmission 992 sport
cars. By the time calendar year 2020 rolls around, we will have Porsche Taycans rolling around as
well. We are all excited by the prospect of this all-electric Porsche. Our customers are thrilled as well.
I really believe that the Taycan will be a game changer.
What else can I share? Before 2019 closes out we should have the 718 GT4 here as well. The
GT4 is a special car for sure. It has one of the best feeling transmissions I have ever driven. It just puts
a smile on your face. You can just be sitting still in your garage and the “snick, snick, snick” when operating the shift lever is just so satisfying. If you’d like to build a GT4, reach out quickly – open allocations will not last long. One other bit of news before I sign off for this edition. The 2019 Cayenne
has been incredible for us, our customers are LOVING their new Cayennes. I just sold a Cayenne S the
other day, and while we were on the test drive I just found myself thinking of how awesome a Porsche
it is – so lucky I get to experience our cars on a daily basis. So, why did I bring up Cayennes right here
at the end of my note? Well, it is because of the Cayenne Coupe! Just wait until you see it, awesome!
Google it ! : )

Porsche Monmouth Exclusive Grand Opening Event

Wednesday, March 20
Time 6:30pm – 9:30pm

Location Porsche Monmouth
280 NJ-36, West Long Branch, NJ 07764

Help celebrate the new facility with a special ribbon cutting ceremony, hors d’oeuvres and entertainment.
Don’t miss the chance to get a sneak peak at the new Macan and other great classics.
Space is extremely limited and reservations are required.
Please RSVP monmouthgrandopening.com by March 12
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Member News

Charlie Cady (by Mike Bavaro)

Happy Birthday Charlie!!!
Long time PCA member Charlie Cady (continuous membership since June 1970) Celebrated
his 87th birthday with family and friends on Saturday March 2nd.
Charlie’s family reached out to our Jersey Shore Porsche Club and asked if we could help
with the celebration as Charlie’s health had been in decline for past several months. A quick
JSR e-mail blast was sent out and the response was no less than phenomenal. Despite unfavorable weather and road condition reports, members called in to volunteer. Several members who
were not familiar with Charlie called and offered their help. Everyone gathered in the Bodymotion showroom at 1:00 pm, in fact we filled the showroom and it was heartwarming to see so
many folks sign the birthday card for Charlie. Many members expressed concern over the impending snow storms the night before and pending accumulation for this Friday afternoon’s
March 1st Porsche parade.
All concerns were rendered moot when 31 of JSR’s members gathered at Bodymotion for the
scheduled 1:30 pm parade from Ocean township to Charlie’s residence in Long Branch. Despite the gloomy forecast, the cold weather, the red lights and the traffic, we all stayed in parade
formation as we followed Charlie’s 1970 Porsche 914 on a flatbed. We drove down to his
beach front house in Long Branch, his son James then took the lead in his red Cabriolet and we
slowly circled the neighborhood. There had to be 10 different people taking pictures and videos
as we circled the block twice and parked in front of the Cady home.
Charlie from his bed, was completely surprised. He observed everyone as we slowly passed
by his house and waved. What we didn’t see was the mile wide smile on his face. Some of us
went to see him the next day on his actual birthday.
His family took videos of him inside his house on Friday as we circled around outside. The
surprised look on his face to see his 914/6 outside and then all of the Porsches and waving club
members as we posed for photos put a great big smile on his face, it was great to see him still
enjoying his Porsche.
Charlie has owned the 914 from new in 1970, his family showed us photos of one of his
daughters, who was at the house waving from the driver’s seat of Charlie’s 356 Porsche, she
was no more than 5 years old at the time. What a great friend and what a great family all gathered from all over the country to see their father and grandfather. Good luck Charlie godspeed,
glad you enjoyed the surprise.
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WHY JOIN THE PORSCHE CLUB ?
WHY JOIN THE JERSEY SHORE REGION ?
by Mike Bavaro

Why join the Porsche Club? Why join the Jersey Shore Region ? For that matter, why any club?

Longtime member Rob Cimler shares his thoughts.

Because, it’s nice to spend time with folks with similar interests, common ideas and goals. It is also
nice to enjoy the benefits a club has to offer. Benefits such as, taking advantage of the buying power to
get those special deals and offers unique only to club members, and you may find we actually share more
in common with each other. Like our families, businesses, cars, clothing, vacations, and even how we
spend our allotted “leisure time.” Our Porsche Club is part of a national entity and we are a local “region”
with added benefits such as: technical information for our vehicles and first dib’s on not yet released new
products and development. It’s like getting “insider” information. One of the greatest benefits is the ability to enter any Porsche Club event, of any type, at any time, and anywhere in the world!
When we suggest to folks to join our club, my favorite expression is, “the price of membership is
worth it just for the local and national newsletter and magazines”. Panorama Magazine is one of those
magazines who posts some of the best articles and photos. I also wanted to gain insight regarding the
phenomenal growth and interest in our club. There has been a steady increase in the attendance at meetings, events, and membership in our Jersey Shore region over the past few years. So, I sat down and had
a chat with Rob Cimler, a customer, fellow club member, PCA racer and friend, who has volunteered for
over 20 + years. I wanted to know what made him tick, so to speak, and why he stayed and volunteered
so much of his time over the years. Think about it, can you ever remember an event that Rob wasn’t
there? Our club, a non-profit organization, is run strictly by volunteers. However, the profit is made by
each and every one of us through the friendships we make and knowledge we gain. As Rob points out,
“it’s what you make of it and we all benefit from giving back”. It was the volunteer aspect of our conversation that intrigued me.
Rob reminded me of our first encounter back around 1998. Rob, an engineer, worked his entire professional career for the US military. He worked in New Jersey as a civilian employee working between
Lakehurst and Fort Dix to design equipment such as catapults on ships and other logistical and practical
solutions for things our troops need to do their job. Most engineers I know are not into bling and neither
was Rob. Engineering people are usually the practical nuts and bolts type of people where nothing goes
to waste and everything has its purpose. So, one would ask, how did Rob end up in a Porsche? A 911
cabriolet? And it was red to boot! He told me it was the car in the poster on his wall all those years and
he wanted it, but couldn’t justify it at the time. A co-worker who recommended Bodymotion told him he
should join the PCA Club. … (cont.)
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WHY JOIN THE PORSCHE CLUB ?
WHY JOIN THE JERSEY SHORE REGION ?
by Mike Bavaro (cont.)

He did and he soon became interested in club activities of all kinds (dinners, drives, tours, tech meetings and track related stuff).
Another longtime member and volunteer is Adam McInnis. Adam also has an engineering mind and
organized the club’s car control clinics to help the “average daily drivers” get the best of what a Porsche
can do. Rob attended the car control clinics. These car control clinics aim at teaching all drivers how to
take advantage of ownership from one of the best performing street driven cars in the world. The big bonus? Learning car control in a safe controlled environment, and not just going fast. Rob along with many
others, quickly learned and became hooked, as they say. These lessons were so valuable especially as anti
-lock braking systems were being introduced but little information was known. Rob’s addiction grew to
pursuing “the perfect line” and that line is how to drive to the limit of the car consistently, but not beyond like the mindset of how an engineer views many of their projects. But, as any addict edict goes, he
wanted more, much more. Rob began to pursue ways to contribute back to the club by answering the
call for help with our board of directors and membership chair. He saw that some members were carrying
more than one position and wanted a more equitable sharing of tasks. He wanted to give back.
New Jersey Motorsports began construction more than a decade ago just around the same time Rob
moved onto a 1997 Boxster which had roll over protection and thus allowed to run PCA’s driver education program. Rob then became acquainted with other club volunteers and members who also embraced
the Porsche on-track experience. Not being one who takes and takes, Rob volunteered to help out the
club by helping organize and run events to use his organizational skills for the common good. This volunteer spirit spread like wildfire. Rob has served as Membership Chair for more years than I can remember. He has recently retired from the volunteer position as Registrar. A position he has held for
many, many years. Rob has donated his time and energy over countless hours over the years with no regrets. In fact he exclaimed he “enjoyed the experience and the people”. He has enjoyed every minute of
volunteering as well as being a participant. This is what makes our club work.
I don’t want to miss any guys and gals that have also given their time over the years like Rob, Adam,
Greg, and many others. Please, thank them when you get a chance, and please consider adding your name
to our list of volunteers who have brought much pleasure to its members over the years, Thank you all
past and present for making our club so much fun and enjoyable to all the Porsche enthusiasts here in
Central Jersey. The entire Board and members of the Jersey Shore Region of PCA want to Thank
Rob Cimler for his participation, and dedication to our club. We are all thankful and are all in a better
position to enjoy our affiliation thru Robs years of service.

Michael J. Bavaro
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JSR PCA and BODYMOTION RACING do SEBRING

by Paul Solk
In a follow up to our article on the HSR Classic it’s time to talk racing again! This time it’s the PCA 48
Clash at Sebring International Raceway, one of the longest continual running racetracks in America. The
first race was run at Sebring in 1950 so the history here is humbling but at the same time I think 1950 was the
last time they paved the track! This is one of the most physical racetracks in America and the toll it takes on
cars and drivers alike is representative of the physical nature of this amazing track.
For Bodymotion Racing January was a month spent almost entirely in Florida. Between The ROAR,
PBOC and PCA Sebring the Bodymotion team racked up thousands of miles travelling back and forth to support their drivers. PCA’s 48 hour clash at Sebring is the season opener for PCA Club Racing. Over 150 cars
racing in multiple classes from Vintage all the way to the latest Cup and even a few new RSR’s! If you ever
want to experience one of the most amazing Porsche experiences out there just come and walk around the paddock one day. PCA members are always welcome!
For me personally it meant flying down on Monday to meet the team as they unloaded the cars and set up
the paddock for a few days of testing prior to the race. Still being new to the racing scene it’s always exciting
seeing the car come off the hauler.

As part of the team is unloading the cars the rest of the team is setting up the flooring, paddock and awnings for the week. I’m not sure when Porsche started the PCA Club Racing program they could have imagined
what it has morphed into today. A team like Bodymotion can show up with 3 tractor trailers and a dozen or
more cars! … (cont.)
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JSR PCA and BODYMOTION RACING do SEBRING
by Paul Solk (cont.)
Once the car is unloaded the real prep begins. While we always have a basic setup on the car when
we arrive it takes a while to feel out the car and dial it into to the track and conditions. That’s where having the expertise of a Bodymotion and their team becomes so critical. Whether it be shock settings, sway
bar settings, electronics, motor work or even more extreme changes or repairs it doesn’t make a difference
what transpires on track, Bodymotion will do anything possible to keep these cars on the track. For some
it’s crash damage, what takes a typical shop 3 weeks takes this team 3 hours at the track. Anything goes!
Not to be left out my car decided it wanted some special attention too. After the PDK had a false neutral at one of the fastest points on the track, we came limping into the paddock and the team got to work.
30 minutes later we had a car that would not do anything, it was a brick, no drive, no reverse, just stuck in
neutral no matter what we did.
Resolved to the fact if it can be fixed my team will fix it I headed back to the RV. Sure enough 45
minutes later I got the text to suit up. A full PDK re-programming trackside and it was time to test it out.

Out we roll onto one of the most physical tracks in the world a year after Spinal Fusion. What was I
thinking! We rolled off the truck running 2:29 second laps. Not “bad” for a first time ever at a tough
track but way off the pace we needed to compete. Working with my coach and the Bodymotion team we
softened up the back end of the car and sent me back out. Sweet, down to 2:25’s! But wait, the data says
there is a theoretical 24 there if we could chain all our best sectors into one lap. Some tire adjustments and
back out we go. Now the theoretical 24 is a real time! But wait, now the data says my theoretical best
would be a 23! Wow, P1 is running 23’s in a 3.6L 997, matching that in a 3.4L Boxster is going to be
tough.
Nothing left to do now but qualify and see if we can put the rubber to the road. Time to execute. We
are really proud to say JSR represented and qualified P2 overall and P1 in class. That’s just qualifying
though, we have to execute in the race next, I’ve never been this close to the pace car before!! Nerves
aside out we roll with 45+ other Porsches for our formation lap. 4 minutes later and it is Green Green
Green!!!
All the prep, practice, setup gets put aside now and it’s time to drive what you’ve got. 35 minutes later
and out comes the checker! Hmm, still only one 997 in front of me and the rest of the field is still in
my rear view! Unfortunately, the leader was running 23’s and I was still stuck in the 24’s. Time to recheck the data and throw on a fresh set of tires for race 2 in order to do it all again. … (cont.)
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JSR PCA and BODYMOTION RACING do SEBRING
by Paul Solk (cont.)
Sitting on grid, the visualization begins and then it’s go time. Everyone has their own approach and
strategy, mine has been the same since day one … 1) Don’t be Stupid , 2) Have fun, 3) Bring your car
home in one piece, and 4) don’t ruin my own race or anyone else’s! As long as I stick to the strategy everything else will fall into place.
This time it was a few formation laps due to some oil left on track by the race prior. Lights out on the
pace car coming down the back straight , around turn 17 and GREEN GREEN GREEN. One of the
greatest sounds and sights out there, 45+ Porsches trying to get through Turn 1!

I know I said it earlier but as PCA members these events are open for you to come and experience.
What a great way to spend a day! 35 minutes later and the checker dropped! P1 is still in sight, no one on
my rear bumper, that’s another P1 in Class and P2 overall !!!
A quick glance down at the dash and the fastest lap was indeed a 2:23.7, exactly the same as that pesky
997 and after an entire week we ran our fastest lap in the last race. As I pulled through the pits out came
the sign to head to scales. Minimum weight is 3126 pounds, we came in at 3140! THAT is why you
have a crew that calculates your mileage, race length and puts in a specific amount of fuel. No one wants
to carry extra weight! Equally as pleasing as the overall finish and 23.7 lap time was pulling the data and
seeing 10 consecutive laps within a half second of each other. You always want to be consistent in racing,
one fast lap will never win you a race! ….(cont.)
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JSR PCA and BODYMOTION RACING do SEBRING
by Paul Solk (cont.)
Once again, the racing is only part of the week and the weekend. What makes this so special is the other PCA members
from all over the country coming together for a common love
and some healthy competition. The camaraderie, friendships,
experiences and memories are what make this sport so special.
Being fortunate enough to live so close to one of the top
PCA race teams in the country is a blessing. The entire
Bodymotion team from Mike, Margaret, Geoff, AJ, Dougie,
Morgan and the rest of the team go out of their way to ensure
that their only JSR racer is taken care of!
I can’t say enough or thank them enough for helping me
from my very first DE to my second year of Club Racing and
guiding me along this incredible journey.

Mike and the team will be at NJMP for the Jersey Shore
DE in August. Not only will they prep your car beforehand
but support you at the track too. Make sure you arrange early
to come out to the DE and get the Bodymotion experience
with us at the track! In the meantime, come join us locally at
Lime Rock. (Article and photos by Paul Solk)
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BODYMOTION RACING SCORES FIRST VICTORY
IN NEW PORSCHE 718 GT4 CLUBSPORT MR
By Geoff Abel
Competition Director for Bodymotion Racing

Bodymotion Racing rose to the occasion during its first ever competition in the Pirelli GT4 America series March 2nd, 2019 with a new pair of drivers in its Porsche 718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport. Getting the
duo of Sean Gibbons and Al Carter acclimated to the team was not a singular challenge, as the unusually
cold temperatures and rain forced all competitors in the series’ season opening event to deal with a wet,
low grip surface.
The Porsche Cayman platform seemed best suited for the 3.427 mile circuit among all manufacturers in
the Pirelli GT4 America class, yet still tricky to set up with the changing inclement weather conditions.
After practicing near the middle of the field, the Bodymotion crew and drivers stepped it up in qualifying
for each of the two 60-minute races in the SprintX format. Sean Gibbons was fast and steady in his 15
minute round one qualifying session on Saturday morning, landing the 10th overall starting position and
2nd in the East Am regional class. Al Carter climbed in for round two qualifying, also finishing 2nd in
class with an impressive 8th on the overall grid for Sunday’s round two race.
Saturday’s round one race saw Gibbons behind the wheel for the fast rolling start. As they climbed the
steep hill into turn one, the field of GT4 cars quickly became five-wide entering the first corner. Contact
among other cars pushed the Bodymotion Porsche wide at the exit, but Gibbons was able to recover and
settle in with good pace for the remainder of his stint. During the mandatory driver change, the Bodymotion crew executed a flawless pit stop as Al Carter would eventually cycle through into 2nd place in class
after the quick stop. Carter delivered a solid drive throughout his stint, eventually passing for the lead in
class with less than five minutes to go. When the checkered flag fell, it was Bodymotion Racing taking
the round one win in the America East Am championship. After the race, the excited Texan reveled in
the class victory. … (cont.)
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BODYMOTION RACING SCORES FIRST VICTORY
IN NEW PORSCHE 718 GT4 CLUBSPORT MR (cont.)

Pictures by Redcase Photos
The Sunday morning weather proved equally
as difficult as the GT4 cars rolled off the grid
for the round two race in near-freezing ambient
temperature and wet conditions. This time,
Carter would be at the controls starting from 8th
overall on the grid. Despite the wet racing surface, Carter was able to take and maintain the
lead in class, running as high as 4th overall before the SprintX mandatory pit stop and driver
change.
An unexpectedly long stop forced the
Bodymotion Cayman to concede several spots
in class before Gibbons was able to rejoin the
field. Although he would deliver his best laps of
the weekend with outright pace good enough
for P2, Sean had too much ground to make up
on track, narrowly missing the podium with a
4th place in East Am class.
This was Bodymotion Racing’s first foray
outside of IMSA and into the Pirelli GT4 America series and it proved very successful in showcasing the teams flexibility and ability to field
cars with different drivers, tracks and sanctioning bodies.
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2019 Event Calendar
Jersey Shore Region Events
Event

Location

Date

Rolex 24 Viewing & New Members Day

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

Jan 26

Porsche Monmouth Grand Opening

West Long Branch

Mar 20

Asbury Park Brewing

Historic Asbury Park

Mar 23

Liberty State Park - Statue and Ellis Island

Jersey City

Apr 27

Culinary Institute of America

Hyde Park, New York

May 4

Enthusiast Day

Bodymotion – Ocean Twp.

May 11

"Porsches at the Beach" Car Show

Historic Asbury Park

May 19

TBD - Rodeo (or) Dinner Cruise (or) Formula-E

TBD - NJ/PA/NY

July TBD

DE Pre-Event Tech & Free Safety Inspection

Bodymotion – Ocean Twp.

Aug 8

“Thunder In the Pines” DE

NJMP – Millville

Aug 14-15

Clam Bake

Donovan’s Reef – Sea Bright

Sep 22

Oktoberfest - Iron Plow Vineyards then on to
Sebastian’s Schnitzelhaus

Meet at Jackson Outlet Mall - Travel to Columbus, NJ then on to Wrightstown, NJ

Oct 5

Annual Meeting (New Members Welcome!)

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

Nov 14

Holiday Dinner

Oyster Point Hotel – Red Bank

Dec 7

Items in italics are tentative.

PCA and Other Events
Event

Location

Date

Tech Tactics East 2019

(PCNA Training Facility) Easton, PA

Feb 16-17

Cups and Saucers: Watkins Glen Int.

Watkins Glen, NY

May 8-9

Zone 1 “48 Hours of the Glen” DE (Tentative)

Watkins Glen, NY

May 17-19

Zone 1 “Clash at the Glen” Club Race

Watkins Glen, NY

5/31 - 6/1,2

IMSA Northeast Grand Prix

Lime Rock , CT

July 19-20

PCA Parade

Boca Raton, FL

Jul 21-27

PCA Club Race – NJMP

Millville, NJ

Aug 17-19

Zone 1 Autocross

Devins Airfield, MA

Sept 15-16

Zone 1 Fall Getaway Tour (Tentative)

TBD

Sept 21-22

Zone 1 Rally & Concours d’ Elegance

TBD

Sept 21-22

356 Registry Boardwalk Reunion

Ocean City, NJ

Oct 19-20

Rolex 24 Hours

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

TBD

